


▪ Made by teamgeist – everything from a single source

▪ Suitable for up to 2002 participants

▪ Consultation, organisation and implementation of your complete team event 

▪ Outdoor, indoor or remote - can be realised with complete certainty

▪ All year round at your location or at a location of your choice

▪ Germany-wide regional competence (on site)

▪ Quality and experience since 1992

Teamgeist GmbH
Am Luftschiffhafen 1
14471 Potsdam

Phone:  +49 30 555 700 40
Fax: +49 30 555 700 440
E-Mail: berlin@teamgeist.com
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Networking, communication and
cooperation are at the centre of the
team net. The aim is to interconnect
or "network" the large group of
participants. Many individual ropes are
linked to form a "team network". Skill,
cooperation and organisational talent
are required.

Piece by piece, a sustainable team net
is created. Now, the company banner
can be rolled out on the net and its
load-bearing capacity can be tested.

Let ́s go racing: In small groups, the
participants fiddle around, design and
craft in this event format. Modern
soapboxes are constructed, including
electric drive via hoverboard and an
individual design for each team.

At the big E-Mobility Grand Prix, the
teams then compete against each
other on the course in various
disciplines in order to determine the
best team performance.

With the teamgeist impulse reaction,
you can create a fantastic chain
reaction with all your colleagues.

Creatively designed reactions by the
participants run one after the other, as
if by magic, and set off a chain
reaction with surprise effects.

Thanks to a lot of creative freedom,
this is the ideal team event to reignite
cooperation and enthusiasm in the
team.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com?subject=Anfrage:
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On comfortable team sailing cutters or
more sporty Valke sailing boats, you
can go on a grand voyage in the Berlin
area. Whether on Lake Wolziger near
Königs Wusterhausen or on Lake
Templin and Lake Schwielow near
Potsdam - a wonderful sailing
experience amid blue lakes and green
shores.

Set sail under the guidance of
professional skippers and take on all
the important tasks on board.

On board our sailing boats with two
masts, specially designed for team
events, you will learn the basic
concepts and techniques of sailing
under the instruction of the skippers.

During a short break at anchor on the
lake, you can enjoy coffee, tea and
cake. Together at the oars, you will go
the last few metres back to the
harbour, where a sparkling glass of
prosecco is already waiting for your
team.

Take your whole team on board our
sailing cutters and start an exciting
race for the legendary teamgeist
sailing cup.

After extensive training with our
experienced skippers, the teams take
control of the boat and have an
exciting race with the other boats.

Even sailing novices can learn the
basics of sailing step by step.
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An interesting way to experience a
sustainable event on the topic of
plastic waste is our plastic awareness
rally.
iPads are used for navigation and task
solving. Whether knowledge content,
quiz questions or exciting tasks such
as "trash missions" - this event is truly
beneficial for everyone.

During the rally, as much plastic waste
as possible is to be collected and
converted into points by weighing it.

Use the materials provided to build
your own insect hotel and promote
the preservation of insect diversity.

With this CSR event, you create a
valuable alternative to the increasingly
scarce natural habitats of insects,
which contribute decisively to the
natural balance of our environment.

Optionally, we impart expert
knowledge and the finished hotels can
handed over to suitable institutions.

Experience an exciting and diverse
team event around the topic of e-
mobility. As part of the E-Mobility
Festival, for example, you can
construct your own E-soapboxes and
compete against each other in the big
E-soapbox Grand Prix.

On request, we will also provide you
with other means of transport such as
Segways, e-scooters, e-bikes, drones
and much more. Experience e-mobility
at first hand.
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We offer you a flexible kit of diverse
modules, workshops, courses and
selected lectures to create a multi-
faceted health day with the whole
company.

Whether it's the knowledge quiz, the
interactive health rally, the festival of
the senses or small exercise units - our
health experts are at your side and will
advise you on the right choice for your
team.

Instead of just one health day, the
Immune System Challenge is an eight-
week period in which we accompany
your employees in hybrid formats on
the topic of health and the immune
system.

With a mixture of workshops,
interventions and lectures, we ensure
a more lasting effect and can take
everyone in the team with us and
inspire them to adopt a healthy
lifestyle.

Join us on an interactive rally for body,
soul and spirit as part of the happini
rally.
On the road in small groups, equipped
with iPads, the teams solve questions
and team tasks on the topics of active
relaxation, nutrition, stress prevention,
exercise and experience - perfectly
and individually tailored to your
desired focus.

Fun, team building and knowledge on
the subject of health are combined in
a playful way.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com?subject=Anfrage:
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Where better to celebrate summer
than on the beach? That's right - at the
teamgeist beach party!
We offer a wide range of entertaining
and team-building activities to suit
your beach location. Whether it's
beach golf, flip-flop shooting,
sandcastle building or the SUP
challenge, there's something for
everyone.
Team building and a relaxed
atmosphere - the ultimate
combination.

Slip into the role of the legendary
villains and experience an
extraordinary team event with time
traveling included! First of all, you have
to master four great pirate trials! This
is the only way your team can acquire
important equipment, building
materials and pirate props in the
marketplace in order to build a
seaworthy pirate raft. After the raft
baptism, it's out onto the waters.
The most powerful pirate raft of all
time is created!

Canoeing and scavenger hunts are
combined to create a truly special
challenge for adventure-hungry teams.

This exciting team event leaves
nothing to be desired. Equipped with
iPads and GPS devices, the teams set
off on a very special team adventure
on the water.

Riddles, team tasks and very special
challenges put your team to the test.
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Our speed dating is an ideal way to
bring together newly organised
departments or teams that work
separately.
Break the ice and let colleagues get in
touch with each other in a relaxed
atmosphere.

We organise these mini-conversation
rounds in the format of speed dating
and let you get into conversation on
general or company-specific topics in a
table-to-table rotation.

During the teamgeist bridge building,
you work together on stable and load-
bearing connections - whether across
the water, on the fields or in the
conference room. Experience how you
overcome obstacles and create
connections together - practically and
as a team.

Accompanied by our experienced
guides, you will experience a special
team-building activity during which
communication and cooperation of
the entire team is essential.

At our Smart Future City team event,
your employees become experts who
plan and design a smart city of the
future.

If something new and innovative is to
be created, good ideas and space for
creative processes are needed.
Dynamism, flexibility and adaptability
are essential.

Use this creative space and put your
ideas into practice. The results will
spark enthusiasm.
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Throw yourself and your team into the
adventure of "The Secret of 13" and
decipher many exciting puzzles and
mechanics to stop an impending
catastrophe.

Make important decisions together
with your team and unravel the
mechanics of mysterious boxes that
reveal the secrets step by step.

Our Escape Games are available
analogously as well as digitally.

Become part of the team of
investigators and help solve the case
of the beautiful Maria as special
forensics units.

To do this, you have to collect clues at
various locations , solve tricky tasks
and decode secret messages with the
help of iPads. In addition, you have to
keep sharpening your senses during
various team activities in order to
successfully solve the case.

Which team will crack the puzzle first?

Complete an exciting and
unforgettable crime training course in
the heart of Berlin. Will you pass the
exams of the secret crime academy
and join the elite circle of the greatest
investigation professionals?

The tabtour® Crime Academy in Berlin
is the ideal event for fans of
geocaching, scavenger hunts and
crime fiction. Equipped with iPads and
various equipment, you have to prove
your skills.
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At the iPad Short Film Festival, the task
is to shoot an extraordinary short film
with your team using an iPad, edit it
and add the appropriate music.

Here, department heads become
producers, employees become film
stars and executives become music
experts. Everyone feels the power of
the creative process.

Perfect for the sustainable transfer of
your company-specific themes.

Let your creativity run free and create
unique team paintings. We provide
you with protective clothing, easels,
canvases and paint. We are happy to
give valuable tips and organise a small
competition.

The participants can also solve joint
tasks, e.g. create an XXL version of
your logo and a creative interpretation
of your company philosophy.

Optionally with outlines for fixed
motifs.

Kapla® bricks are a wonderful basis to
freely design architectural
masterpieces with your colleagues or
to copy famous originals.

Let your creativity run wild and create
great works of art, stone on stone,
which will attract the admiring glances
of the teams.

Thanks to joint planning within the
team and committed teamwork during
construction, great designs of
surprising elegance can be created.

mailto:berlin@teamgeist.com?subject=Anfrage:
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Equipped with bow and arrow,
participants compete in an exciting
team competition.

Always keep your eye on the target.
This has nothing to do with pure
strength, but is a question of
concentration and focus.

By applying the right technique and
supporting each other as a team, you
can achieve the desired success.

Crossgolf as a tour or as a stationary
challenge option with varied modules
is fun and enjoyable.

You can collect points for your team by
teeing off, putting or target shooting.

For conference centres and large
hotels, we also offer an indoor variant
- the golf tournament. We transform
different areas of the hotel or your
location into mini courses full of
variety.

Knowledge, speed and team spirit are
in high demand when it comes to
collecting as many points as possible
during our quiz show.
Whether as a strategy quiz, as an
accompaniment to dinner or as a
voting tool within the framework of
training courses, congresses or events
- our specially developed software
offers you a wide range of possible
applications tailored to your event.

Company-specific questions and topics
can be easily integrated.
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More than 15,000 events 

worldwide since 1992. Together 

with passionate experts from all 

fields. 

With a global partner network and 
11 branches, represented with 120 
employees in the D-A-CH region. 

Classic analogue, digital and 
hybrid event formats - for every 
occasion and tailored to your 
needs. 
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